
Ziza Gomez- Spring 2018 

 I accidentally purchase that Student Services Sticker last semester and I'm being charge $15 for 
the Student Services Sticker. I bought a new one this semester but I didn't know I had gotten it last 
semester so now i owe that money . That is the reason why i want to get a refund to not have those $15 
affecting my account and be able to continue purchasing the Student Services Sticker. 
 
I hope this can be fixed as soon as possible. I will be more careful next time, so this won't happen again .  
Thank you so much . 

 

Robert Ornelas- Spring 2017, Spring 2018 

 Hello my name is Robert Ornelas the reason why i am requesting a refund from the BCSGA 
services is because i never received or used any of the SGA discount cards neither KVC stickers. I am 
going to be graduating this fall semester and its being held from fees i have never used. Please if you 
guys can help me out and delete this fees from my record. As a college student it is very hard to pay for 
services like this specially when not having enough time to work extra hours because of homework and 
class's. plaese help a student out. 

 

Kenya Morales- Fall 2019 

 I was trying to pay off all my debt when I realized I was being charged for the BC sticker. I am 
requesting a refund because I do not need the sticker and I did not notice I was being charged for it. I 
rather not use my money on a sticker I won't be needing but on school supplies I actually need. I wasn't 
even aware that there was such thing as a BC sticker nor do I understand the benefits so I would 
appreciate if the charge is removed from my account. It would take away a burden that I would have to 
pay. Thank you! 

 

Tyler Wilson- Fall 2019 

 The reason why I am filling out an Appeal Request Student services form for 2019 is, well there 
are many. One of the reasons why I want an Appeal is, basically, I didn't know that there was one when I 
was filling mine out in High School, (I should have read the fine print). Also, the other reason why I want 
and appeal is, I really can't afford it right now. I only have six dollars on me and I don't have a job and, I 
really don't need the sticker because I have perfectly fine without one so far this year. So please, give an 
appeal, I'm begging you. 


